
 

 
 
 

 
 

Ouse Washes: The Heart of the Fens 
Landscape Partnership Scheme 

 

STRATEGIC VISION – AIMS - OBJECTIVES 
 
 

The Partnership’s Vision 
• A place managed for the needs of all its inhabitants and visitors;  
• A place for people to thrive and wildlife to flourish;  
• A place that links the stories of the past and the possibilities of the future.  
 
 
 

Core Aims 
1. Promote the Ouse Washes as a distinctive visitor and local destination. 
2. Raise awareness and understanding of the role of the washlands, its pressures and man’s role in 

maintaining and conserving a dynamic landscape. 
3. Work with a wide range of partners to improve community interaction and participation to 

maintain the areas inherent beauty, natural and built heritage assets and international 
importance. 

4. Support the development of skills and provide training opportunities to enable local 
communities to be involved in conserving and managing the landscape. 

 
Strategic Objectives 

1. To conserve and enhance the unique biodiversity, wetland landscape, heritage and cultural 
assets of the LP area and strengthen and develop local character and distinctiveness. 

2. To make available, through various multimedia, a range of information sources, that tell the 
story of the landscape past and present and open up new dialogue that inform debates about 
changing and adapting management processes in the future. 

3. To encourage people to experience the Ouse Washes and learn about the landscapes’ built and 
natural heritage through actively taking part in archaeological digs, conservation projects, 
cultural activities, festival events, volunteering and learning. 

4. To improve access to and to encourage people to visit, respect and appreciate the Ouse Washes 
nature reserves and historically important sites through enhancing interpretation and facilities. 

5. To improve the skills of local people, particularly those who are unemployed or with low 
educational attainment, through providing volunteering opportunities and work placements 
across the Ouse Washes area. 

 
 


